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INTRODUCTION
According to Technical Code, an almost zero energy consumption building (ECCN) is a building

that fulfils the regulatory requirements established for new buildings as developed throughout
the Basic Document HE Energy Saving.

As a general definition, we regard ECCN as a building with great energy efficiency, so it is fully
or almost completely supplied by renewable energy sources.

In 1997, the EU member countries joined together to commit themselves to the Kyoto Protocol to
reduce the emissions of gases that are causing the greenhouse effect. In fact, 40% of all energy

consumption in the European Union comes from buildings, hence the importance to discuss it to
achieve more energy-efficient buildings. Directive 2010/31 / UE of the European Parliament and
of the EU Council established the energy efficiency of buildings resulting in a new regulation:

“...a más tardar el 31 de diciembre de 2020, todos los edificios nuevos sean edificios de consumo de
energía casi nulo, y de que después del 31 de diciembre de 2018, los edificios nuevos que estén ocupados
y sean propiedad de autoridades públicas sean edificios de consumo de energía casi nulo.”
In 2017 Spain made changes to the Technical Building Code DB HE and HS by which they de-

fine what a building must comply with to be considered as a building with almost zero energy
consumption.

Hence, at the beginning of this century, sustainability evaluation systems including LEED,
BREEAM, VERDE, PASSIVHAUS certificates emerged.

However, none of the Southern European countries, Spain being among them, are prepared

to comply with the objectives established by the European Union, since there is a critical factor
that hinders their outcome to meet with the EU directive: that is, the warmer weather of these
countries as opposed to that of the northern countries.

Therefore, this project aims to study the Passivhaus certificate (a certificate of German origin)

to understand how it behaves in a Mediterranean climate and the current energy certificate that
exists in Spain.
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OBJECTIVE
Living in a country with a Mediterranean climate, I was interested to investigate further about the

certificates that some buildings feature in Spain, to explore how they work, and operate. Most of
these certificates are developed in central Europe, so the parameters to fulfil such certificates
correspond to a colder and drier climate.

My purpose is to study three houses affected by the same climate and with different certificates
to see which one is more decisive. With this in mind, I have selected the following schemes:

Firstly, a pioneering scheme, a sustainable and efficient house, designed in 2009 by

architect Josep Bunyesc that became the first passive house in Spain.

Secondly, a house signed by H architectes studio, since they are growing exponentially

and are known for their designs where the material is a fundamental basis of their work.

And thirdly, Arquitir, an architectural firm directed by Eva Jordán and specialising in hou-

ses following the Passivhaus certificate.

Therefore, I am committed to analyze the three houses outlined earlier and study how they work
so I can understand what they have to comply with to achieve an A+ certificate and a Passivhaus
one.

For a better understanding, I included graphic documentation, drew some sketches, drawings
and diagrams. All this has been done from graphic drawing programs like AutoCad and also in
pencil.

CASA MONTORNÉS
Architect: Josep Bunyesc
Location: Montornés del Vallés

CASA 1101
Architect: H arquitectes
Location: Sant Cugat del Vallés

CASA PALAU
Architect: Arquitir
Location: Palau de Plegamans
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ENERGY CERTIFICATES

INFORMATION ABOUT THE DIFFERENT ENERGY CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE AROUND THE
WORLD

PASSIVHAUS
LEADERSHIP IN ENERGY & ENVIROMENTAL DESIGN

ORIGIN: 1988, Germany
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:
> Heat recovery ventilation
> Tightness
> Thermal bridge free design
> Thermal insulation
> High precision windows and doors

ORIGIN
The Passivhaus concept was born in Germany in 1988 from a dialogue between Bo Adamson,
professor in Sweden and Wolfang Feis, a German professor. Together, they developed a model,
a standard, known as Passivhaus. They argued that a home can save up to 70% of its energy
consumption compared to a conventional home.
To achieve this, the indoor home quality has to improve by focusing on the cons- truction and
operation of the home. The Passivhaus standard is based upon five construction principles that
seek improving the indoor and quality of the house environment. Although the Passivhaus idea
first appeared in 1988, it was not until 1996 that the certificate as we know it now, was created.
A Passivhaus based house is a type of energy efficient construction that also takes bioclimatic
architecture considerations on board. Furthermore, it is able to function, capture, store and only
function autonomously. Passivhaus, in short, tries to incorporate this concept saving energy
consumption.

EXPECTED STANDARDS

				
					
					
					

→ Heating demand ≤ 15 Kwh/m2 year
→ Cooling demand ≤ 15 Kwh/m2 year
→ Primary energy consumption ≤ 120 Kwh/m2 year
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ENERGY CERTIFICATES

BASIC PRINCIPLES
· A Passivhaus house is a type of efficient energy construction where resources are used with
bioclimatic architecture considerations in mind.
· Passive is when an element is capable of operating, capturing, storing, and only operating
without outside help.
· Passivhaus, ultimately, tries to develop this concept by saving the energy consumption of the
home.
· This standard takes into account 5 principles as outlined below:
1. THERMAL INSULATION: Prior to the design of the house, a thorough study
of the necessary thermal insulation must be conducted in order to achieve
a low thermal transmittance. The isolation will depend on the climate in
which the project is located, therefore, the results will vary depending on
whether we are in a warm environment or not.
2. HIGH PERFORMANCE WINDOWS AND DOORS: Generally, thermal bridges
appear in the openings of the house. That is why a passivhhaus house
will focus on improving these openings using low emission double or triple
glazing. Also, it is likely to feature good quality carpentry to avoid these
thermal bridges.

3. ABSENCE OF THERMAL BRIDGES: It is inevitable that thermal bridges
appear in a house. These are the weak points that you have to try to control, since they cause unwanted energy to be lost or gained and can affect
the comfort inside.

4. AIR TIGHTNESS: In a conventional house, draught is generated that originate from the envelope gaps making it less airtight. It is for this reason that
one of the basic principles of this standard is that the house is airtight. To
correct this problem with draught, mechanical ventilation is used. With a
good airtightness, we prevent humidity, home energy efficiency, improve
acoustic insulation and obtain good comfort indoor.

5. MECHANICAL VENTILATION WITH HEAT RECOVERY: Vetilation with heat recovery generates a good quality of air inside. This equipment makes it possible to recover part of the energy from the air conditioned inside a room.
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ENERGY CERTIFICATES
ENERGY CERTIFICATE C.T.E
LEADERSHIP IN ENERGY & ENVIROMENTAL DESIGN

ORIGIN: 2013, Spain
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:
> Thermal characteristics of the building
> Heating installation and hot water supply
> Air conditioning installations
> Natural and mechanical ventilation
> Lighting installation
> Design, location, building orientation and environment
> Solar installation and solar protection
> Indoor climatic conditions
> Internal loads

ORIGIN
The Kyoto Protocol took place in 1997 with the purpose of discussing climate change and the
reduction of the consumption of fossil fuels and its recommendations came into force in February 2005.
Currently, the consumption of buildings and houses accounts for 17% of the overall Spanish
energy consumption. For this reason, one of the objectives is to minimize the energy consumption of Spanish homes.
Royal decree 235/2013 passed by government in 2013, indicates that the energy efficiency ratings of new buildings and homes that are for sale or rent should be made public.
The certificate is graded with letters from A to G, being A the most efficient and G, the least
efficient, according to estimated consumption and the amount of CO2 it releases into the atmosphere.

EXPECTED STANDARDS

				
					
					
					
b

→ Heating demand ≤ 19,7 Kwh/m2 year
→ Cooling demand < 10 Kwh/m2 year
→ Primary energy consumption < 38,4 Kwh/m2 year
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ENERGY CERTIFICATES
BASIC PRINCIPLES
The procedures for the assessment of energy efficiency of buildings in Spain must take into
account some of the following charateristics:

1. THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS: The materials used must meet certain thermal parameters to achieve good comfort. Thermal conductivity, density,
specific heat are taken into account.

2. HVAC : The HVAC facilities have heating and air conditioning systems if
necessary. These equipments must be as sustainable as possible.

3. VENTILATION: There are two types of ventilation, natural and mechanical
ventilation. When both, ambient pressure and temperature conditions are
right, ventilation can be obtained through natural ventilation. When this is
not feasible, mechanical ventilation will take its place.

4. LIGHTING: The quality of light that, the interior of a house must have, is
essential. The design will be of paramount importance in this area in both
natural and artificial light.
5. DESIGN AND LOCATION: To create a project, we must know the location
where it is located, its orientation and a careful study of the weather conditions where the house is located, since these factors can affect the design
of the house.
6. SUN PROTECTION: The sun is a source of energy that can be very useful
when designing a building. A house can capture, store and distribute solar
energy that can be used in winter and at the same time must have the capacity to reject solar heat with solar protection. All this must be taken into
account in the design of the house.
7. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: The indoor environmental conditions determine its suitability to be inhabited by people who have a good level of
comfort. Some of the measures to take into account are: indoor temperature, humidity, draught, noise, lighting and the environment in which it is
located.
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ENERGY CERTIFICATES
LEED

LEADERSHIP IN ENERGY & ENVIROMENTAL DESIGN

ORIGIN: 1993, United States
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:
> Sustainable location
> Water protection and efficiency
> Energy efficiency and renewable energies
> Materials conservation and natural resources
> Indoor environmental quality

BREEAM

BUILDING RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT METHOD

ORIGIN: 1990, United Kingdom
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:
> Management				> Waste
> Health and well-being			
> Land uses and ecology
> Energy					
> Pollution
> Transport
> Materials

VERDE

VALORACIÓN DE EFICIENCIA DE REFERENCIA DE EDIFICIOS

ORIGIN: 2009, Spain
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:

			

> Site selection			
> Service quality
> Site and planning project
> Energy and atmosphere
> Indoor environmental quality
> Natural resources and socio-economic impact

WELL

WELL BUILDING STANDARD

ORIGIN: 2014,United States
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:

> Air		
> Feeding
> Water		
> Lighting

> Action			
> Thermal comfort
> Mindset
> Community

CASBEE

> Sound
> Materials

COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM FOR BUILDING ENVIRONMENTAL EFICIENCY

ORIGIN: 2007, Japan
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:

> Energy efficiency
> Efficiency in the use of resources
> Local environmental impact
> Indoor environment
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ANALYSIS

BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROJECTS TO ANALYZE

THREE UNRIVALLED PROJECTS
For this project I have had to investigate three houses that shared the same climate, were single-family houses and that have followed an initial approach to achieve good energy certificates.
To this purpose, I have selected the following houses:
CASA MONTORNÉS

Casa Montornés ( 2014 ) is a project by architect Josep Bunyesc and located in the town of
Montornés del Vallés, in Vallés Occidental county. This three-storey house has the CTE energy
certificate, A rated, which means that is has a very high efficiency and has an energy consumption 55% lower than average homes. It is a wooden house and it consists of a ground floor, first
floor and loft. It also features an inner courtyard that takes central stage and all the rooms are
distributed around it. As a renewable energy source they use the sun, through solar panels on
the south façades.
CASA PALAU

Casa Palau ( 2014 ) is a project of Arquitir studio and it is located in Palau-Solità i Plegamans
in Vallés Occidental county. It is a wooden house too with a tile roof. The house is designed in
such a way that it can take full advantage of sunlight and natural lighting, so the openings are
strategically designed and thought through. The house has a traditional look and character and
an L-shape layout. Thanks to the latter, the outdoor space provides three green areas: the first
one, at the entrance, the second one is the garden covering two wings of the house and the last
one, at the rear of the house. Thanks to its design, it is Passivhaus certified.
CASA 1101

Casa 1101 ( 2013 ) is a project of H arquitectes studio and it is situated in Sant Cugat del Vallés, in Vallés occidental county. It is a two-storey house distributed in three modules. The house
consists of three brick modules and the joints are made up of porches with folding windows that
generate natural air flow. The benefit of this solution is that in summer it cools down the house
and in winter it generates a green-house effect. This house has a B-rating CTE energy certificate, meaning that it has good energy efficiency. This is why we would need to achieve an A rating
in order to obtain a house with excellent energy efficiency.
This analysis format comes from the comparative classification system used in the exhibitions
and catalogs of the three editions of the Argentina Architecture Biennial, from 2014, 2016 and
2018. This documentation and systematization is a reference for teachers and researchers from
the American continent and, in different variants, it is detected in the descriptive methodology
used by professional architects in conferences about their work and, also, in descriptive editorial
articles of said works.
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CASA MONTORNÉS

NUCLEAR

MATERIAL: Casa Montornés mainly uses wood

SYSTEM: Casa Montornés is distributed around

as the main material throughout its project, with
the exception of the basement that has reinforced
concrete walls and screed concrete. In an interview about Sustainable Architecture, Josep Bunyesc commented that he works with materials of
natural origin since they are elements that have
little transformation and that nature can produce.
These materials have little built-in energy and are
easy to recover.
The house uses wood in different ways. Outside, it
uses pine wood on the façade, OSB for the indoor
panels and parquet.

an inner courtyard located in the center. Around
it, we find all the rooms. The common area where we identify C-S-C is in the south front while the
rooms are distributed in the east and west wings.
The inner courtyard has been designed as a bioclimatic strategy that generates passive cooling.
This is particularly good in climates with high temperatures as it cools down the interior by means of
natural ventilation.

INPUT
CONTEXT: The house is located in Montornés
del Vallés. It belongs to the central pre-coastal
Mediterranean climate, also known as C2 climate. Montornés del Vallès is only 28 km from
Barcelona.
The plot has a significant topography where we
can find a slope of 4 meters.
The climate is temperate and warm. According
to the Köppenn classification, this climate belongs to Cfa. The average temperature in this
town is 16,1ºC. Cfa belongs to humid or dry
sub- tropical climate.

TIES: Josep Bunyesc is an architect who stands

out for his inovation in low-consumption housing
in Spain, more specifically in Catalonia. Bunyesc
was the first to obtain the PHPP certificate in a
home. Since 2005 he began working on renovations but it was not until 2009 that he began to
build passive houses and energetically positive.
He always tries to use pine wood material. Surely the master’s degree in sustainable architecture
that he obtained in Belgium inspired him ahd with
that he was able to build houses with high energy
efficiency. In all the projects he has completed, he
has included his materials, that defines him par
excellence, which is wood.

OUTPUT
CHARACTER: Casa Montornés follows a style

REFLECTION: Casa Montornés is an example

very characteristic of its architect. Bunyesc arquitectes are characterized by designing houses with
great energy efficiency, using wood as the main
material. Homes that are in a warmer climate often
incorporate an inner courtyard that is used as a
passive cooling approach.
The main objective of Bunyesc is to create architecture with high energy efficiency and at the same
time, it blends in perfectly with the environment in
which the project is located.

of passive architecture designed by architect Josep Bunyesc. This house in particular, is a model to study as far as a passive house with high
energy efficiency is concerned. The strategy used
has been taken up by several passive architecture
practices that have been created after this architecture practice. Bunyesc arquitectes has been
the pioneering and innovative practice in this type
of cohstruction.
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CASA PALAU

NUCLEAR

MATERIAL: Arquitir believes in constructive free-

dom with ecological and durable materials, that is
why in all their projects the material they employ
is wood. Working with wood has the benefit of making each project unique since it can take a large
variety of shapes and styles. A project can acquire a traditional style or a more contemporary one,
when treating the material.
The Palau house is made of wood, material that is
used not only on floors but also façades, walls and
roofs. We will see in the house how wood is used
in different ways, for instance there are OSB, PFF
plasterboards, wooden slats, solid wood beams,
parquet and wood planks.
On the façade, the wooden slats gamble and are
placed both vertically and horizontally.

SYSTEM: The house is composed of two L-Sha-

pped modules. The first one, located in the south,
is where the living room, kitchen and dinning room
are situated and it is a place that everybody can
share. The second module is devoted to the bedrooms and bathrooms.
With this modular system, the areas of the house
are cleverly laid out in order to make the most of
the sun orientation and the different environmental
factors.

INPUT
CONTEXT: The house is located in Palau-Solità
TIES: Arquitir is a studio that since its inception
i Plegamans at 30 km from Barcelona. It is situated in the Vallés Occidental county, so it s part
of the coastal mountain range. It has a central
pre-coastal Me- diterranean climate, C2 climate.
It is warm and temperate, with an average annual temperature of 15.8ºC. The rainfalls are also
strong throughout the year.
The Köppen G climate classification, a classification of all climates worldwide, created in 1900
is Cfa. Cfa belongs to a humid or dry subtropical
climate.

has had sustainable construction as a fundamental pillar. That is why many of their projects have
the Passivhaus certificate. Bunyesc arquitectes
has been a practice that has influenced Arquitir for
being the pioneer in building the first passive house in Spain, and this was critical in their innovation.
This architecture practice has been influenced
by the pioneering studies developing this passivhaus methodology in other European countries.
The main material that Arquitir uses in its projects
is wood given that it is a versatile, ecological and
environmentally friendly material.

OUTPUT
CHARACTER: Arquitir s a relatively young archiREFLECTION: Arquitir Is a pioneering architectutecture practice compared to the other practices
analysed. From the beginning, they have been
very clear about their goals in their projects. The
first one is a conscious construction using sustainable and ecological materials. It is about making
the most of the resour- ces made available by nature to build more sustainable and environmentally friendly buildings. A further objective is energy
saving, applying passive criterion in order to reduce energy consumption and obtain almost zero
NZBE energy consumption buildings. Finally, all
the projects they design are therefore intended to
achieve maximum mental and physical wellbeing
for the house occupants.
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re practice, responsible for designing the first house with the Passivhaus certificate in the Mediterranean region. This practice was one of the first ones
to conduct projects with passivhaus certificates
in Spain. That is why many practices from all over
Spain have looked into their projects at some point
and have served as inspiration. There are already
many pas- sivhaus houses in Spain that use wood
as the main construction material.

CASA 1101

NUCLEAR

MATERIAL: H arquitectes use brick as one of the
main building materials. By working with this material,
they achieve that although its function was not designed to be seen but to become part of the aesthetic
vision of the house. They use brick as it is a simple
and basic material. H arquitectes does not attempt
to define a social status through the material chosen for the project. They believe that by working and
studying the material they can generate an aesthetic
vision that makes you feel and experiment, thus generating a complex and quality architecture.
The main material used is smooth Gero with Catilian
measure (240 x 120 x 90) of Category I and type LD.
Throughout the project i is used traditional tackle.

SYSTEM: The house is composed of three modules
and are distributed according to their users.
The central module contains the common rooms
C-S-C. However, the other two are intended for the
partner and children.
It is a modular system, a more versatile, efficient and
organised system in terms of interior layout. With
this modular system, the house adopts different
environments.

INPUT

CONTEXT: The house is located in the MiraSol neighbourhood, in Sant Cugat del Vallés, at 17 km from
Barcelona. Geographically speaking, Sant Cugat
is located in the coastal depression along with the
coastal mountain range. The topography of the plot
where the house is located is flat with maximum unevenness of half a meter.
In respect of its climate, it is within the central
pre-coastal Mediterranean climate, C2 climate. Therefore, in summer they account for high temperatures
and in winter mild temperatures. The rainfall is scarce
and irregular. The average temperature is 24ºC and
the main wind is the Ostro, coming from the North.
Its classification according to Köppen is Cfa.

TIES: H arquitectes is a studio that over the last
twenty years has been defining and finding its own
style. Since 2007 we appreciate that they opt for a
traditional and verncacular form. The firm also use
the concept space-structure where the material of
the structure is used to define some spaces avoiding hiding it with some type of plaster. They take
care and work the material to develop it and show
it off. Some architects like Peter Zumthor, Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe Vassal have been inspirational.
Since 2008 we see that the use of brick as a construction material has been present in several houses
before this one (house 1101).

OUTPUT

CHARACTER: Casa 1101 stands out due to its

REFLECTION: La casa 1101 has served as

simplicity and plainness while highlighting elegance using brick as the main material and for its unique shape. A house known as the “house of three
cubes”. It uses the same texture both inside and
outside, brick, though inside is white painted leaving the same texture. This project stands out for
its interstitial space that work with great dynamism
at different times of the year. The porches that
connect these modules are used as a temperature
regulator. In summer they generate natural ventilation with draught that cools down the house and
in winter the windows are closed, thus causing the
greenhouse effect.

reference for some subsequent projects. The latest is a project called Casa Rosario designed in
Mexico 2019, although the main material is not
brick. It still uses the same type of rigging with
concrete blocks. The project follows the same
system of modules and is distributed in different
cubes. In Australia 2013 Clare Cousins architects
designed a single-family house with similar characteristics to those of Casa 1101. The main material was brick and the porches were used as a
form of transition to other modules. H architectes
has inspired and continues to inspire every day
with its projects, each one more interesting.
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SUMMARY
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CASA MONTORNÉS

ROOF FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

B

A

FIRST FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR
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CASA MONTORNÉS

LONGITUDINAL SECTION A

LONGITUDINAL SECTION B

NORTH ELEVATION

SOUTH ELEVATION
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CASA PALAU

ROOF FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR
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CASA PALAU

WEST ELEVATION

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

SOUTH ELEVATION
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CASA 1101

ROOF FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR
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CASA 1101

SOUTHEAST ELEVATION

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

NORTHWEST ELEVATION
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INVESTIGATION

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE BUILT AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY ENVIRONMENT OF
EACH HOUSE

With the aim of drawing conclusions and create a comparative table of the three houses, an
analysis has been conducted (shown in the Annex due that there is a limit to this research). The
analysis has been conducted from key data generated from a range of sources: this include the
architects of these houses, the energy efficiency report, the software programs that I have learnt
through the tutorials and conversations that I have had with other architects.
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CONCLUSIONS

PROPOSAL FOR IMPROVEMENTS

PROPOSAL FOR IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE CASA 1101
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PROPOSAL FOR IMPROVEMENTS

PROPOSAL FOR IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE CASA 1101

Following this study, I wanted to delve a bit deeper into Casa 1101 and propose an improvement
to its energy rating.
In the study of Casa 1101, that is, in the Annex and in a summary table on the previous page,
we can understand what the small deficiencies are. Proposals for improvements are hypotheses
and proposals through the CE3X program, which are summarized in the Annexes.
Before proposing possible improvements that would provide a better rating of the energy certificate, the elements of the house that cannot be manipulated due to its history and architecture have been evaluated. Since what characterizes the house is its exposed brick structure
both outdoors and indoors, we cannot propose anything that would mean a change to these
elements, such as a better insulation, coating or a plastered interior that improves the thermal
transmittance. This also affects the carpentry, which we can see it could be of better benefits;
even so we will not include them in improvements because it would change the aesthetics of the
façade. Therefore, all these improvements aim to have the least environmental impact possible
in this house.
The first proposal is the adoption of solar panels that would be located in the central module
(above the dining kitchen), the solar energy will play a key role in the heating system reducing
the consumption of Co2.
Another improvement that would be obtained based on the vegetation is the addition of bindweed with a metal structure on the porches. These have folding windows becoming a weak side
of the dwelling since the solar radiation has a greater impact. The deciduous bindweed will allow
it to gain entry to the house in winter and in summer it will create a type of vegetable canopy,
preventing mostly the sun radiation generating a cool climate underneath.
These two proposals have been included in the CE3X program to verify their effectiveness. The
program has rated this house with an A, adding the improvements.
I would like to conclude by pointing out that these improvements are hypotheses and ideas proposed without any thorough research since I do not have the adequate knowledge to work out,
study and analyse the impact of possible improvements to a home yet.
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CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this project has been based on the study of three houses, its functionality and
its constructive development in order to better understand energy certificates. After analyzing
them and carrying out the entire process of studying the energy demand of the building, I have
reached the following conclusions:
Following the analysis of the houses from a construction and architecture point of view, we can
underline that the dwelling that has the least energy consumption is Casa Montornés because
it has the A-rating CTE energy certificate. This is greatly due to its design in the form of the inner courtyard creating a micro-climate that regulates the temperature in summer. And in winter,
being a solid construction, it avoids possible thermal bridges and energy losses. It is definitely a
house that adapts to our Mediterranean climate, thus being an example to follow.
Casa Palau has been issued the Passivhaus certificate, a certificate of German origin, which is
ruled by specific regulations for its climate, a colder climate than the Mediterranean. In the individual study of the house it has been verified that the heating consumption is low and is due to
the envelope. This is due to the thickness of the thermal insulation and the carpentry, which have
good properties that avoid possible thermal bridges. However, the demand for refrigeration is higher than the other three. For this reason, they have used a single-zone system for refrigeration.
Even so, this house consumes little thanks to the use of energy by biomass and by aerothermal
energy.
The last house analyzed is Casa 1101, this house has a B-rating CTE certificate. Despite this
result, according to the CE3 X program, my analysis indicates that it would really have a higher
qualification. I believe that the program is designed for conventional houses taking into account
only the m2 of holes and the m2 of wall. Nowadays, new construction buildings apply this type of
insulation and improvements for energy efficiency using renewable energies such as geothermal, etc. I verify that the program does not really take into account some characteristics such
as: the closed porches that serve as a connection between the three modules that, when they
can be manipulated and opened, allow the regulation of outside air in, refreshing the house by
means of draught in summer and generating the greenhouse effect in winter.
To finish my research project, I have proposed some improvements to this house to increase its
energy certificate rating to A. By investigating possible improvements, I have found a new area
of research on what methods and in which homes can be improved in terms of their energy rating, turning them into higher quality homes.
All the houses are clear examples of constructions of almost zero consumption that adapt to
the new regulations already in force and provide good practice in terms of construction design,
projection and energy analysis.
They all use renewable energy, such as biomass, geothermal energy and solar energy. By putting renewable energy in the agenda of home design, we can achieve a more efficient home that
is environmentally friendly.
So we can also confirm that one of the best ways to guarantee low energy consumption is to
have a good construction system from the outset. Affordable and adequate demand conditions
can be achieved according to regulations.
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CONCLUSIONS

To conclude with the two certificates analyzed, the certificate of the technical building code is
the most suitable for buildings in a C2 climate, since it is closer to a Mediterranean climate than
to a colder one. As we have demonstrated with the Passivhaus standard, we can confirm that
the house gets a good rating but loses in terms of cooling demand. This is due to being designed
for a colder climate, by embracing it into a warmer climate where the temperature in summer
is higher, we can confirm that the house is not prepared in terms of efficiency for cooling and a
cooling system has had to be installed in order to perform in a way that the design of the house
had not envisaged.
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